Psalm 63: My Soul Is Thirsting / As Morning Breaks

SOLO INSTRUMENT in C

REFRAIN Gently ($= ca. 112$)

Note: Bracketed Intro matches suggested bracketed Intro on keyboard and guitar accompaniments.

SOLO INSTRUMENT in Bb

REFRAIN  Gently (♩ = ca. 112)

Melody

Harmony

Note: Bracketed Intro matches suggested bracketed Intro on keyboard and guitar accompaniments.

PSALM 63: MY SOUL IS THIRSTING/AS MORNING BREAKS (SOLO INSTRUMENT in B♭), cont. (2)

VERSES 1, 2

A/C# Bm A D C G

Bm A G D/F# C Asus4 A

D.C. al fine

VERSE 3

A/C# Bm A D C G

Bm A G D/F# C Asus4 A

D.C. al fine